Primary bone tumors. MR morphologic appearance correlated with pathologic examinations.
Eighty-three MR studies for primary bone tumors, performed with both spin echo and short time inversion recovery (STIR) sequences, were reviewed. Twenty-six patients underwent surgery within 10 days after MR imaging. Specimens were cut and directly compared with MR images. In the remainder, pathologic slides were compared in order to obtain a better understanding of MR pattern. All MR images were examined with a traditional morphologic approach and, upon comparison with surgical macroslides and with pathology samples, some MR distinctive patterns were identified: the bulky appearance of osteosarcoma surrounded by muscle edema, the multilobular high signal intensity (SI) chondroid lesions, the subtle infiltration of Ewing's sarcoma, rarely accompanied by muscle edema and prone to MR underestimation, the well defined "multiple shells" pattern of giant cell tumor, and the ill defined "storiform" appearance of malignant fibrous histocytoma are all typical MR features strictly corresponding to pathologic findings. The chondroid origin tumors may be identified based on the lobular high SI pattern whereas a benign fibrous lesion was the only one in this series to be distinguished relying on the SI. Peritumoral soft tissue edema was found by the STIR sequence only in malignant tumors (69%) of this series, and particularly in osteosarcoma (96%), chondrosarcoma (83%), and giant cell tumor (100%): this associate finding may further contribute to the diagnosis.